Henry Heller explores French xenophobia towards Italians in the sixteenth century in terms of intersecting economic and religious conflicts. Drawn to the subject by present-day ethnic violence and xenophobia, Heller focuses first on Lyon. With a largely Italian merchant elite, Lyon displayed a pattern in which Italian economic and cultural dominance provoked resistance that was enmeshed in contemporary religious conflicts. In 1562, following rising economic strife and cultural resentment towards Italians, Calvinists briefly took over Lyon and battled Catholics for the religious sympathies of Italian elites, even as both sides condemned Italian trade practices. Many of Lyon's Italians had become Protestant, so resentment over Italian economic dominance was readily associated with heresy. That Italians were 'richer, better educated, and more highly skilled than the indigenous population' provided the matrix for hostility.
Religious antagonism then pushed prejudice in several directions. Resentment towards Italians at court enabled the Huguenots to blame them to some extent for St Bartholomew's Day. Catholics and Huguenots alike resented Italian presence in the French ecclesiastical hierarchy, while suspicions of the papacy among Gallican-minded Frenchmen helped unite anti-Italian sentiment with Catholicism as a French national characteristic. Italians and heretics together were 'others' against which the French national body was constituted. Meanwhile, Protestants fed nationalist sentiment by trying to divert Catholic wrath onto the foreign other.
The association of Italians with the monarchy's financial problems and the exclusion of French nobles from financial posts deepened the xenophobic, nationalistic response. Heller initially argues that hostility at court suffused society, but later allows that the traffic in national consciousness came up from below as well. Heller's account of prejudice fusing Italians and Jews reveals a dialogic movement between popular and elite hatreds. Italian court elites like Louis Gonzaga and René de Birague excited hostility across the class spectrum. The dependence on Italian financial skills meant that the deteriorating economy was blamed on them, and on Catherine de' Medici for securing royal offices for many of them. Heller contends that Catherine's protection of Italians prevented their massacre on St Bartholomew's Day, and her withdrawal of protection from the Huguenots facilitated theirs. The counterfactual logic aside, Heller is right that Protestant polemics against Catherine had a point: her patronage power was considerable. Heller traces her role in Protestant thought, linking it to animosity towards Italians who controlled royal finances. Politically, the Estates of Blois (1576) represented the national expression of such concerns. Complaints from Lyon over monetary policy favouring Italian merchants were widely accepted by French merchants, who sought protectionist legislation. All three Estates and both confessions attacked Italians, while popular hostility to them increased. Henri III sacrificed Birague to public opinion, but the monarchy's dependence on Italians to maintain solvency made further moves impossible.
The conflict over Italian financial power entered its most extreme phase after Blois. In the 1580s, Italian bankers established syndicates to farm the customs and the salt gabelle. Anne Lancashire's study of early London theatre fills a much-needed gap in theatre history by examining performance in the capital before the building of permanent playhouses in the reign of Elizabeth I. Prior to the Records of Early English Drama (REED) project, the study of early English theatre was dominated by a focus on London, fixed playhouses, scripted plays, and the period after 1576, the date when the Theatre, long thought to be the first permanent playhouse in London, was built (though the Red Lion, built in 1567, has since upstaged the Theatre in this respect). With the gradual publication of REED volumes since 1979, that focus has shifted to accommodate a much wider definition of performance and a much wider range of playing spaces across the provinces of England. The planned London volumes, however, of which Lancashire is one of the editors, have yet to appear. Thus, in recent decades, while our understanding of provincial performance has been greatly expanded, knowledge of performance in London prior to the advent of fixed playhouses has been largely confined to one or two snippets: William Fitzstephen's twelfthcentury reference to the plays about saints and miracles performed at Skinners' Well; the Prioress of Clerkenwell's complaint around 1300 about audiences damaging the priory lands while attending 'miracles et lutes [wrestling matches]'; John Rastell's construction of a playhouse at his home in Finsbury in the 1520s.
A growing interest in pageantry and street theatre (royal entries, coronation processions, Lord Mayors' Shows, etc) has brought some London material to greater prominence, but the emphasis of this interest has been characteristically biased towards the court. Lord Mayors' Shows have represented something of an exception to this trend; but civic theatre,
